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st71  Republic Day was celebrated 

at ICF Parade ground with 

patriotic fervor on 26.01.2020. 

Shri  Rahul Jain, General 

Manager/ICF, unfurled the

National Flag, inspected the 

parade and accepted the Guard 

o f  H o n o u r  b y  t h e  R P F  

contingents which was followed 

by colorful cultural programme. 

A large number of ICF Staff and 

Officers participated in the 

occasion.

Shri. Rajesh Agrawal, Member 

(Rolling Stock), Railway Board,  

visited ICF on 18.01.2020 and 

inspected Nepal DEMU rake at 

LHB Unit. Member then flagged 

off the 65000th  shell in the 

presence of GM/ICF and ICF 

team of Officers & staff. MRS  

visited Chennai Rail Museum and 

held discussions with GM/ICF, 

Senior Off icials and staff 

representatives at Chintan 

Sabha Gruh.

st71 REPUBLIC DAY CELEBRATION AT ICF
 

VISIT OF MEMBER (ROLLING STOCK)
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GM's Republic Day Speech on 26.01.2020

Dear members of ICF Family, Officers and staff, 
Representatives of Unions & Associations, members of 
ICF Women's Welfare Organization and dear children,

stMy greetings to all of you on the eve of our 71  Republic 
Day! This is an occasion to remember the founding fathers 
of our constitution with gratitude and imbibe the values 
enshrined in the Constitution. We reaffirm our commitment 
to our Nation on this occasion.

I am happy to share with you that ICF has exceeded last 
year's total coach production outturn of 3262 coaches on 

th13  of this month itself, that includes 3 rakes of Kolkata 
Metro, 3 rakes of DEMUs for Sri Lanka Railways, 28 rakes 
of mainline EMU, 17 rakes of EMU, 5 rakes of air 
conditioned EMU for Mumbai suburban with world class 
features and in coaches, 213 power cars, 42 DETC and 11 
new design NMR coaches.

thThe 65,000th shell was rolled out on the 18  of this month 
in the presence of Shri Rajesh Agrawal, Member Rolling 
Stock / Railway Board. On the same day, the first LSLRD 
coach with HOG control panel having luggage, guard and 
divyangjan compartments was also flagged off. In the 
current production year, till December 2019, ICF has 
turned out 2474 LHB coaches which is the highest number 
of LHB coaches in a year, produced by any production unit 
of Indian Railways. Of special mention is the bogie outturn, 
which, due to sustained efforts at all levels, has touched an 
all time high and now, ICF shall be in a position to supply 
bogies to the divisions - something which we had not been 
able to do earlier. I am also happy to state that the 
production of ICF this year will exceed the combined 
outturn of all other coach manufacturing units. ICF is sure 
to set a new benchmark by exceeding the target of 4238 
coaches fixed by Railway Board for the current production 
year, 2019- 2020.

It is a matter of pride that ICF has obtained IRIS 
Certification for the design, development and 
manufacturing of different types of coaches and 
accessories. Apart from production, ICF is sustaining its 
efforts on the eco-front by reducing the carbon footprint by 
taking various green measures.

In the sports arena, ICF team has performed well by 
thwinning the 65  All India Inter-Railway Men's Volleyball 

Championship, for the 6th consecutive year. ICF has also 
bagged 2 Gold medals (in 75 kg and 70 kg category) and 1 

rdBronze medal (in 75 kg category) in 53  Asian Body 
Building Championships held at Thailand. ICF has also 
won the All India Railway Basketball Championship held at 
Kapurthala, after a gap of 17 years. As a crowning 
achievement, Body Builder from ICF, Shri S. Bhaskaran, 
has been honoured with Arjuna Award.

I am sure that Team ICF will march ahead with a renewed 
sense of commitment and continue to surpass its own 
milestones in 2020. I once again convey my best wishes to 
you all.

JAI HIND.

Hon'ble members of Parliamentary Standing Committee on 
Railways visited ICF on 06.01.2020 and held discussion with 
GM/ICF and other senior officials of ICF at Chintan Sabha Gruh. 
The members then inspected the LHB Unit, Furnishing factory 
and Chennai Rail Museum.

ICF Hospital organized a Cancer awareness programme at 
AWTI Auditorium for ICF employees on 11.01.2020. 

MRS inspected AC EMU rake at Furnishing Division. Member 
then flagged off the LSLRD coach, with HOG control panel 
having luggage, guard and divyangjan compartments in the 
presence of GM/ICF and ICF team of officers and staff.
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Pulse polio immunization camp was organized on 21.01.2020 at 
ICF Hospital and four ICF residential colonies for the wards of 
employees.  

Indian Railways Institute of Logistics and Materials 
Management (IRILMM) training program was conducted from 
22.01.20 to 24.01.20. The knowledge about public procurement 
was imparted to ICF Stores Officials for helping them in efficient 
working.

PB/ICF conducted an In plant training to employees on 
“Occupational, Health and Safety Management System” in 
coordination with Regional Labour Institute for two days at 
AWTI. 

Martyr's Day was observed at ICF in memory of those who 
valiantly gave their lives during the freedom struggle. ICF team 
of Officers and Staff observed two minutes silence at respective 
lawns of Shell and Furnishing Divisions.

As part of the series of events held in connection with 
Samvidhan Diwas (Constitution Day), ICF Personnel Branch 
conducted a Quiz contest at AWTI Auditorium/ICF on 
22.01.2020. ICF employees participated in teams of three 
members. Shri. M. E. Srinivasan, Principal / Technical Training 
Centre, awarded the prize winners.

A Job Mela in private sector, was conducted by PB/ICF, for the 
wards of ICF employees at Kambar and Tholkappiar marriage 
halls on 25.01.2020. 

PERSON OF THE MONTH

January/2020- Shell
V.Rajavelu

SSE/DyCPLE Office

January/2020- Fur
I.Thrilok Chand

JE/PCO/Fur

ICF team comprising Shri.Saravanamurthy, AEE, Shri. 

R.Niranjan, CMS/AWTI and Shri. Lakshminarayanan/ 

SSE/21 won second prize in young managers (below 40 

years) contest conducted by prestious Madras Management 

Association on 31.01.2020. Many leading giants across 

india participated. Also shri. R.Niranjan got the best young 

manager award.
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OFFICIAL POSTINGS
Name S/Shri/ Smt Previous Present

Sanjay Angothu DyCME/Fur-1 DyCME/D-II

D.Neelakandan DyCME/D-II DyCME/Progress/F

D.Sivagnanamoorthy DyCME/Progress/F DyCME/Fur-1

Anshu Kumar Training DyCME/Shell-II

S.Rajendran DyCME/Shell-II DyCME/Plant

V.Kalyanasundaram DyCME/Plant V.R

P.R.Viswanathan DyCPO/WS DyCPO-I

S.Aanandhan SPO/Bills DyCPO-II

SVD Raghunath Rayudu SMM/P/S DyCMM/E/F

V.V.Mahadevan SMM/SD SMM/P/S

K.Damodaran AMM/UP/S AMM/SD

P.K.Sudhakar APO/G APO/Bills

V.Lakshmikanthan Leave XEN-II

Ajay Ghosh XEN-II XEN-I

V.Selvaraj XEN-I Training 

Avakash Sachan Probationer AMM/LHB

Name Designation

Shri J.Chinnaiah, Tech-1/Carp/Shop-30.

We deeply mourn the sudden demise of

We wish them A Happy & Peaceful Retired Life

SL NAME DESIGNATION SHOP

 1 Sashi Kanta Parhi. IG-cum-PCSC/RPF

2 Sunil Kumar Dalvi.E SSE 20

3 Ganesan.M Sr.Tech 21

4 Manoharan.A Tech-1 25

5 Revathy.M Tech-1 41

6 Sabarinath.S Sr.Tech 45

7 Thangavel Pandian.M Ch.O.S Stores/S

8 Kunjaram.M K O.S TO/S

9 Jayaraman.S SSE TS/S

10 Kothandaraman.K Sr.Tech Engineering

11 Ravichandran.Y J.E Engineering

12 Nagan.V Hosp Attn Gr-II Hosp

13 Ramani.N D Tech-2 19

14 Sekizhar.V Sr.Tech 28

15 Ramasubramaniyan.L Sr.Tech 29

16 Arivoli.R Sr.Tech 30

17 Asokan.D Sr.Tech 30

18 Thirumalai.N K Sr.Tech 30

19 Viswanathan.S Sr.Tech 35

20 Irudayaraj.M Sr.Tech 37

21 Kalyanasundaram.R SSE 54

22 Umesh Rao.T K Sr.Tech 54

23 Alagesan.S Tech-1 85

24 Vennila.M Tech-1 85

25 Rajendran.K Sr.Tech 88

26 Rajakumar.R Ch.O.S Stores/19

Integral News

thEMPLOYEES RETIRING ON 29  FEBRUARY 2020

Sep-2019/Fur
J.Arul

JE/Shop-80

Nov/2019
Madhu 

SSE/Shop-54

Aug-2019/Shell
K.Nagaraj 

SSE/Shop-26

Oct-2019/Shell
M.Karthikeyan 
Tech-1/Shop-12

Oct-2019/Fur
T.K.Vijayakumar
Tech-1/Shop-29

Dec/2019
Santha Ram.G
 SSE/Shop-23

Sep-2019/Shell
D.Nagaraju 

Asst/Shell Depot

Nov-2019/Shell
Abdul Wadud Khan 

Tech-1/Shop-15

Safety Man of the Month

House Keeping Award

Samvidhan Diwas- Quiz Winners :

st
I - Prize:

nd
II - Prize:

rd
III - Prize:

Robin Thomas, 
JE/ D&D

Farhan.A, 
JE/D&D

Dhanakumar.A, 
SSE/30

Jayalalitha.
B, AA/Fur

Sivaraj.S, 
SSE/30

Kishore.VVR, 
SSE/82

Dhayananthan.K, 
SrTech/30

Jayaraman.S, 
ProgMan/Fur
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ICF - Pioneering in a Changing Economic Environment
Executive Summary:
With an onset of Globalization of Indian Markets, the competition 
among different companies has reached to new heights. However 
Rail Coach Production units of Indian Railways have remained as 
monopoly for supplying Passenger Rail Coaches to the Indian 
Railways. Integral Coach Factory (ICF), Chennai, being the world's 
largest rail  coach manufacturer has expanded its markets beyond 
Indian borders and have exported railway coaches to countries 
like Sri Lanka, Myanmar, Malaysia, etc. Now with a vision to supply 
to the Western Market and in-order to cater the needs of Metro 
trains and semi-high speed trains, ICF is stepping up its design 
to meet the western standards and introduced various upgrades 
in its manufacturing practices. One such key improvement is 
implementation of ISO 3834 and ISO TS: 22163 (IRIS- International 
Railway Industries Standard) quality standard in all its activities. 
Smooth and successful transition was made possible by adopting 
good change management practices. With these rapid 
advancements ICF was able to achieve highest production among 
the production units of Indian Railways and completely switching 
over from conventional Mild Steel coaches to more secure Stainless 
Steel Coaches. More recently, Train-18, a semi high speed train first 
of its kind to be  designed and manufactured completely in India, 
under Make-in India project was completed in a record time of 18 
months. This paper discusses various hurdles and challenges faced 
by ICF in its path of modernization and methods adopted to 
overcome such challenges.
Introduction:
ICF is the first rail coach manufacturing facility established in the 
country in the year 1955. Since its inception, ICF has rolled out more 
than 500 varieties of Coaches and over 55,000 number of Coaches, 
holding the world record for a factory to manufacture highest number 
of coaches. With an installed capacity of 350 coaches per annum 
during inception, ICF has grown exponentially in recent years and 
manufactured 3262 number of coaches in financial year 2018-19 
and with a target of over 4000 coaches for the current year. During its 
operation it has exported passenger coaches to more than 15 
countries. ICF believes in sustainable growth and became the first 
Indian rail organization to achieve Carbon Negative status, 
producing more renewable energy than consumed by means of 
installing wind mills, rooftop solar panels and complete switch over 
to LED lighting system.
Modernization of ICF:
From hard wood benches in the coaches to sophisticated Train-18, 
ICF has come a long way in improving the passenger amenities, 
coach aesthetics, passenger comfort, more importantly the safety of 
the passengers and decreasing the load on environment to make the 
train travel more eco-friendly. In-order to achieve the above said 
features, ICF has upgraded its manufacturing practices to match 
with global standards. Installation and commissioning of new 
machineries isn't a big hurdle when compared to committing the 
employees to the new vision and mission of the organization. In the 
process of upgrading itself, ICF as an organization has faced many 
challenges which was effectively  overcome to emerge as a leading 
coach manufacturer. 
Major challenges were
1. Change management.
2. Introduction of New practices.
3. Adopting International Rail and Weld Quality Standards.
4. Complete Switch over from Conventional to SS coaches.
5. Space Constraints

The above hurdles are few among the many faced by ICF in its path 
of modernization.

1. Change Management:
The first and foremost challenge for any organization undergoing a 
change is change management among its people. There is 
psychological barrier in people's mind and refusal to change is a 
natural tendency. Inspite of this, ICF has successfully managed to 
commit its employees inline with the organization interests. Various 
measures were taken in order to impart confidence and create trust 
in the newly introduced practices. One such example is switching 
over from Manual Metal Arc Welding(MMAW) to Gas Metal Arc 
welding(GMAW) and Gas Tungsten Arc welding(GTAW). Welding 

Shri S. Mithilesh Kumar, S/o S. Surendra Kumar, 
SrTech/Shop-29, has won the CBSE National 
2019 in Long jump-6.87 meters (New meet 
record) and Triple jump-14.50 meters (new meet 
record) at Bemetra-Chattigarh

Miss V.Keshmeya, D/O P.Vijayakumar, 
SSE/AWTI, won Silver Medal in Girls Under-12 
State Level Tennis Tournament organised by 
Velammal International School.

Exhibit on Incredible Railways by Shri 
P.Sreetharan, SSE 48, has won the Silver Medal 
in Coverpex 2020 (Philately exhibition on First 
Day Covers, Special Covers, Private covers, first 

th thflight covers Thematics) held from 11  Jan to 13  
Jan at Chennai.

Shri Ajay, S/o. Thennatu Gandhi, Tech-1/ Shop45, played for Jain 
university, Bangalore, in the inter college basketball tournament. 
Jain university won the  All India inter university championship.

RECENT IMPROVEMENTS IN ICF
ICF has prepared a layout for MG Non-AC Vistadome Coach for operation in 
Mhow-Patalpani section of Western Railway and sent the layout to RDSO on 
24.01.2020 for approval of Railway Board. This Vistadome Coach will have 
salient features like Wider Windows, Observation Area, Mini pantry, Roof 
Windows with Electrically controlled Opalescence, Entrance for Physically 
Challenged Persons, 27 Seating Capacity and Luggage Rack. 
ICF has prepared a layout of NG Vistadome coach for Kalka-Simla Section of 
Northern Railway and sent to RDSO on 31.01.2020 for obtaining the approval of 
Railway Board. This coach will have features like Wider Windows, Observation 
Area, Mini pantry, Roof Windows with Electrically controlled Opalescence, 
Entrance for Physically Challenged Persons, 15 Seating Capacity, Multi-Tier 
Luggage Rack, Comfortable Seats with Sliding Backrest and 2 Nos. of 0.75 Ton 
Split Air- Conditioners. 
LWCBAC sidewall assembly is currently based on RCF drawing which is having 
4 Vertical welds of 2m each. This is resulting in undulations of the sidewall 
spoiling the overall aesthetics. ICF has redesigned the entire side wall portion 
and the vertical welding has been reduced from 4 to 1 and a horizontal stiffener 
is introduced above window level. This will improve the overall strength, 
productivity and aesthetics. 
Eccentric Press (Inv.No.1429-200 ton capacity) is used for Punching & Blanking 
operation. Due to continuous usage of the machine, Ram stroke controlling Cam 
System failed. As there were no spares available, the existing spare cam system 
in the Press Brake was modified with the available in-house facilities and fitted 
into the Eccentric Press machine. The modified machine is working 
satisfactorily. 
ICF has beaten its last year's outturn of 3,262 in 9 months and 13 days, on 
13.01.2020, On way to cross 4,000 mark in March 20.

ICF CIRCULARS
AC01: Schedule for the payment of salary/ wages and Incentive 
bonus for the year 2020.

AC02: Date of next increment under Rule-10 of Indian Railway 
Services (Revised Pay)  Rules, 2016.

PB/LW/SBF/110/WEA dt 16.01.2020 & 31.01.2020:

One day woman tour for spouse of ICF employees.

PB/LW/113/AOC-MC dt 24.01.2020:

Shri P.K.Sudhakar, APO/Bills has been nominated as Chairman of 
Administrative Canteen- Fur.

PB/LW/264/Pledge /Vol-X dt 28.01.2020:

Martyr's Day on 30.01.2020 – Observance of two minutes silence.

PB/LW/226/Election Vol.II dt 31.01.2020:

ICF Colony Committee Election – 2020.
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being the major fabrication process in coach manufacturing (core 
activity of ICF), that ensures the safety and integrity of the coach was 
a great challenge to convert and train welders.
n Case study-1:Upgrading welders to international

certification:
In ICF, about 1200 welders are employed for coach fabrication 
work. For many decades all the welders employed in ICF are 
trained and assessed to Indian welding quality standards like 
IS:7307, IS:7310 & IS:7318. In order to meet the global 
requirements, it is imperative to upgrade the welders from the 
existing proficiency to higher levels such as qualifying welders 
to International standard ISO:9606. The requirements of 
international standard are more demanding for the welders 
which made them difficult to meet. 
In order to elevate them to international levels, the welders were 
regularly trained inhouse with the expert welding engineers and 
technologists available at ICF and whenever required field 
experts were engaged as consultants from other agencies to 
impart hand on experience. 

n Case study-2: Getting additional resources through
process change.
Most of the welding activity till a decade before were done by 
MMAW process and all the welders were well versed in that 
process only. But to meet higher output of welding which in turn 
increases the coach outturn, alternate processes like GMAW 
and FCAW were introduced in ICF. The welders were 
apprehensive to the change in process because of readjusting   
allowed time in line increase in process speed, which reflect in   
pruning welders per assembly. This gave an opportunity to 
increase additional assembly squads. Welders were motivated 
by means of counselling, periodic meetings to address the 
difficulties faced by them, providing latest PPE's for better work 
environment, organizing competitions, etc. By these consistent 
efforts along with regular and rigorous training carried out in 
systematic and phased manner they were made highly 
competent to the advanced processes and made them to meet 
international standards.

n Case study- 3: Multiskilling of technicians:
Due to the newly introduced practise of outsourcing, technicians 
from trades such as smithy, machining, electroplating, etc. were 
to be engaged in other value addition activities. Employees 
were carefully addressed by means of counselling about the 
need and benefits of multiskilling. After careful choice of an 
alternate trade for each employee, they were trained 
meticulously in trades of welding and fitting. Also a common 
seniority system is established across all trades for the better 
career growth of the employees.

2. Introduction of New practices 
In order to keep up the ever increasing demand, ICF has introduced 
advanced Robotic welding capable of welding at high speeds and 
with great precision. Also modern techniques such as LASER cutting 
and welding, advanced robotic spot welding process were also 
added. Till last decade our organization was concentrating on entire 
manufacturing of coach from Raw material into a Rolling stock. After 
critical break even analysis, make or buy decision were made in 
order to scrutinize various operations carried out in ICF. Possible 
items were outsourced to various vendors after providing them with 
necessary technical information to manufacture parts to be used in 
coaches without compromising in quality and safety. After carefully 
deciding the activities to be outsourced, more efforts and 
concentration were diverted to the core activity. This disruptive 
change is a major adaptation to increase the production with the 
available resources. Currently there are large number of vendors 
and suppliers which in turn generates lot of employment in the 
sectors. This major adaptation lead ICF to grow from initial capacity 
of 350 coaches , to over 3000 coaches during last financial year and 
exceeded in over 3000 coaches in current financial year with 3 
months to spare and would cross over 4000 coaches by end of this 
financial year.
Adopting International Railway and Weld Quality Standards.
With an intent to supply coaches to international markets, ICF has 
opted for implementing ISO : 3834 (Quality requirement of fusion 
welding of Metallic Materials) and ISO: 22163 (Railway Applications-
Quality Management system for Rail Organizations). Although 
many requirements of these standards are already implemented 

through ISO: 9001, Welding Specific and Rail application specific 
requirements were carefully studied and various cross functional 
teams (CFT) were formed. These teams were instrumental in 
disseminating the requirement of the standards to all the employees 
and to understand the difficulties faced for implementing the 
practices. The department specific issues were studied by the CFT 
and team came up with remedies for successfully implementing the 
practices across the organization. By doing so, ICF has established 
itself as competitor to international private players. Also ICF has 
demanded its vendor who supplies fabricated items to be certified for 
these international standards, so that there are no compromises in 
quality practices across its supply chain.
3. Complete Switch over from Conventional to SS coaches.
In modern era, the key for survival of any organization is embracing 
the new technological advancements for the organizational benefits. 
A disruptive change that leads to major adaptation in the 
organization is the complete switch over from conventional Mild 
steel type coaches to the more advanced and reliable Stainless steel 
coaches. These new coaches have longer life of 35 years, compared 
to the earlier coaches whose life was limited to 25 years. Also 
because of the striking corrosion resistant property of Stainless 
steel, the maintenance cost and maintenance time of the coach has 
drastically come down, thus saving time and money for the 
Railways. However this switch over has raised various  additional 
requirements, all the employees trained and experienced in 
manufacturing conventional coaches has to unlearn and relearn 
which was wonderfully handled through rigorous training and 
supportive aids offered to the technicians to learn new skills, with  
Stainless steel welding and dissimilar welding being the most 
prominent new skill acquired.   
4. Space Constraints
The switch over to Stainless steel coaches has presented a new 
challenge in the form of space availability. ICF is located in the heart 
of the Chennai city within major residential area which restricts 
further expansion of the factory. The new SS coaches are 23 meters 
in length and are about 2 meters longer than the earlier versions, 
hence a change in factory layout and its machineries were imminent 
to accommodate the increase in length of the coach. Also with 
increase in the production targets with same available land was also 
a challenge. After the selective outsourcing of certain activities, 
space occupied by these activities earlier were made available for 
catering the need for additional space.
All these major changes were carried out in the premises without a 
major hiccup in phased manner, thus always keeping up with 
production targets.
Trainsets for the Future:
After successfully facing various challenges, ICF has stood up to 
manufacture the next generation trains for the public under 'Make in 
India' scheme. The greatest milestone in ICF history was the 
indigenously conceptualized, designed and manufactured India's 
first semi-high speed train VandeBharath express commonly known 
as Train-18. The train was unfurled in record 18 months period from 
design to manufacturing, which would otherwise consume over 36 
months. The first rake of Train-18 was built at a cost of Rs.100 crore, 
which is about 40% cheaper than a similar train if imported from 
Europe. It was the first train in India to have been successfully tested 
at speeds greater than 180 kms/hr. Few of the special features of the 
engineless train are world class interiors, ergonomically designed 
seats for comfortable riding experience, rapid acceleration and 
deceleration, aerodynamic nose cone for decreasing air resistance, 
bio-vacuum toilet system and other advanced safety features.
This milestone wouldn't have been possible without the support and 
involvement of all levels of employees who aligned their objectives 
with that of the organization to reach this feat.
Conclusion:
All this success in short span of time over 3 years wouldn't have been 
possible without the team effort of visionary and enterprising top 
management, techno-economically sound middle management, the 
training department and the group of young enthusiastic managers 
who have conveyed the organizations vision to reach even the 
bottommost employee, who all played crucial roles in realizing the 
organization vision. All these challenges and hurdles were 
successfully managed by implanting a sense of ownership, passion 
and sense of purpose in the minds of the employees.
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2. RESISTANCE TO SPREAD OF FLAME

The object of this test is to determine the resistance to spread of 
flame of the material.

The test method is as per UIFC 564.2 Appendix-ii.

The requirement of Railways is minimum class B. The class is 
determined by the surface area burnt and continuous burning time  
table. 

3.  Deterioration Of Visibility Due To Smoke:-

The test is to determine the deterioration of visibility due to smoke 
when the material is burnt.

The test method is as per UIC 564-2 Appendix-15.

This is done by assessing the attenuation of a light beam passing 
through the test chamber.

The requirement of Railways is Minimum Class-B.  The lux value at 
the end of 4th minute of test Vs

Lux minutes are used to determine the class.

4. TOXICITY

Measure of toxicity index is called toxicity. The numerical summation 
of the toxicity factors of selected gas produced by complete 
combustion of the material in air under specified condition. The 
toxicity is based on the calculated quantity of each gas produced 
when 100 gms of material is burnt in 1 cubic meter of volume of air.

Resulting concentration expressed as a factor of concentration 
fatal to man at 30 minutes exposure time.  An index of 1 for a given 
volume will, on an average, bring death in 30 minutes. 

FIRE WORTHINESS IN MATERIAL BEING USED FOR

PASSENGER COACHES BY INDIAN RAILWAYS:-

Submitted By: M.MURALI, JGM/RITES/SRIO/Chennai 

Use of Non Metallic items increased the fire load in passenger 
coaches. Fire accidents in trains carrying passengers result in 
tragic loss of life and property.  To mitigate this Indian Railways has 
stipulated certain fire retardant properties for flammable materials.

Fire Retardancy

A fire retardant is a substance that is used to slow or stop the spread 
of fire or reduce its intensity. This is commonly accomplished by 
chemical reactions that reduce the flammability of materials or delay 
their combustion.

Fire Retardant Properties

1. Resistance to spread of flame

2. Limiting oxygen index

3. Toxicity

4. Deterioration of viscosity due to smoke 

5. Heat Release Rate

Fire Retardant Materials Used In Passenger Coaches

1. Compreg Board for floor

2. Curtains

3. FRP Panels of window

4. LP sheet for sidewall and partition

5. PVC floor sheet

6. Vinyl upholstery cover

7. NFTC/FRP sheets for Roof

8. PU foam for Seat, Berths, Cushion

9. Vestibules

1. LIMITING OXYGEN INDEX:-

This test describes the procedure for measuring the minimum 
concentration of oxygen that will support flaming combustion in a 
following mixture of Oxygen and Nitrogen.

The test method is as per ASTMD-2863.

The specified oxygen index of the material shall be 28% minimum 
(RCF MDTS 133) 

5. HEAT RELEASE RATE (HRR)

Heat release rate (HRR) is the amount of energy that comes off 
burning objects. This method is based on the principle that amount of 
heat released by the material is directly proportional to amount 
of oxygen used in the combustion process. The instrument used 
for this measurement is called cone calorimeter. Oxygen depletion 
calorimetry is best method to measure Heat release rate.(HRR) .

The test method is ISO 56601-2002.

Maximum average rate of heat emission(MARHE) is measured. The 
requirement varies from 25KW per M² to 50 KW per M²may vary for 
various materials used in Indian Railways.

             E4 
(lx) 
T (lx min.)  

E4 ≥ 
50 

20 ≤ 
E4 ≤ 
50 

E4 < 
20 

T≥ 300  A B B 
150≤T< 300  B B C 
T< 150  C C C 

 

Fire Retardancy
Test

*Length of time of
continued Burning

Class A: P < 2
Sec.
Class B: 2<P < 10
Secs.
10 Secs. Max

Class A: S 
2

80cm
Class B : 80 < S

2
< 200 cm

<

None

Warp-1 Warp-2 Warp-3 Weft-1 Weft-2 Weft-3

Time for glowing of
any part of
specimen after
extinction of flame

*Size of fire
damaged area

Release of burning
particles
and drops
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CONE CALORIMETER

RAILWAY BOARD CIRCULARS
Ministry of Railways have derided that Shri P.C. Sharma. IRSS, 
Member (Material Management). Railway Board should look after the 
duties of the post of Member. Rolling Stock, Railway Board, in addition 
to his own on superannuation of Shri Rajesh Agrawal, IRSME, on 
31.01.2020. twill timber orders. 

RBE 01/2020: Grant of special allowance @10% to teaching staff of 
Oak Grove School, Jhariapani 

RBE 02/2020: Filling up of Non-Gaz posts on railways - classification 
of posts as safety categories in Electrical and Mechanical department. 

RBE 03/2020: GDCE regarding eligibility of employees of Pus.

RBE 04/2020: Filling up the post of Instructors in recognized Training 
Institutes- clarification - reg. 

It is clarified that on the analogy of provisions contained in Para 219(j) 
(ii) and (iii) of IREM Vol.I, all those candidates who score not less than 
60% marks in the written test (professional ability), should be called for 
class room lecture trial, and the final panel should be drawn in the order 
of seniority from amongst those who secure a minimum of 60% marks 
in the professional ability and 60% marks tn the aggregate.

RBE 05/2020: Amendment to IREM Vol-I 

For the existing para 203.1, substitute the following:- 

Group 'C' employees working in Level-6 and above in Pay Matrix with 3 
years of non-fortuitous service in Level-6 and above in Pay Matrix 
(including non-fortuitous service rendered in the corresponding pre-
revised grade pay) are eligible for Group 'B' Selections (70% quota) in 
the departments having organized services. For Selections for 
promotion to Group 'B' posts in Accounts Department, Group 'C' 
employees fulfilling the above mentioned condition should also have 
qualified the Appendix-3 IREM Examination. 

RBE 06/2020:

Sub: Permission to retain Railway accommodation at the place of 
previous posting by Railway Officers/ staff going on deputation to joint 
Venture Companies set up in the partnership with Ministry of Railways. 

RBE 07/2020:

Sub: Stepping up of pay of Loco Inspectors appointed prior to 
01.01.2006 at par with their junior appointed after 01.01.2006 and 
drawing more than the seniors. 

RBE 08/2020: Grant of Additional Benefits on death/disability of 
Government Servants covered under National Pension System (NPS).

RBE 10/2020: Revised training module of non-gaz staff of electrical 
department. 

RBE 11/2020: Selection for the post of S&WI against 35% LDCE 
quota- clarification on educational qualification.

RBE 12/2020: Fixation of Pay in case of employees transferred to a 
lower post on their own request under rule 227 (a) (2) of IREC VoL.I 
(FR-15(a)) aud subsequently promoted to higher post in the new unit-
clarification regarding.

RBE 13/2020: MACP - Clarification

RBE 14/2020: Reckoning of Charge Allowance for the purpose of 
threvision of Pension of Pre-2016 retirees in terms of 7  CPC 

recommendations – reg.

(i) Since Board had already decided to treat the charge allowance as 
pay restricted under FR-35 and to reckon it as emoluments for 
pensionary benefits vide letter dated 23.06.1995, the charge 
allowance may be taken into account on notional fixation of pay for the 
purpose of revision of pension/family pension of pre-2016 retirees 
w.e.f. 01.01.2016 in terms of first formulation as conveyed by Board's
letter No. 2016/F(E)III/1(1)/7 dated 22.05.2017.

(ii) Pay fixed in terms of Board's letter No. PC-VII/2017/1/7/5/8 dated 
08.08.2019 w.e.f. 01.07.2017 may also be treated as emoluments in 
terms of Rule 49 of the Railway Services(Pension) Rules 1993 for the 
purpose of fixation of pension.

(iii) Since Charge Allowance may have been paid w.e.f. 01.01.2016 to 
30.06.2017 at old rates which was admissible before 2016, the same 
may be reckoned for calculation of retirement benefits of employees 
who retired between the periods from 01.01.2016 to 30.06.2017.

RBE 15/2020: Clarification of grant of advance increment to 
sportspersons. 

(i) Prior to 09.07.2009: Advance increments granted to sportspersons 
coaches are treated as pay for all purposes and count for all benefits of 
pay on promotion, retirement benefits etc. are admissible. (ii) On or 
after 09.07.2009: Advance increments granted to sportspersons are to 
be drawn at the same rate till retirement and these increments are not 
counted for any service benefits like pay fixation on promotion, 
retirement benefits etc. 


